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Art 
Aboriginals use what they have and 
Aboriginals can use mud.Some of the 
Aboriginals symbols are small dots and stripes. 
Aboriginals have different symbols. Aboriginals use bark 
to paint.Aboriginal paintings are the oldest paintings. 
Sometimes aboriginals use mud. Aboriginals would use 
something called Oprah. Aborigines 
have amazing artwork. 

Food  
Aboriginals need to hunt for their foods 
like fish , kangaroos and emu. 
Aboriginals use spears to catch all of the 
food. Aboriginals get there water from 
lakes and rivers. Aboriginals catch fish 
and other creatures that live in the 
ocean.Aboriginals eat disgusting things 
because they don’t have much food and water. 
Aboriginals are actually on a healthy diet. Aboriginals 
use spears to catch animals so they can eat them. 
Aboriginals eat turtles.The women were the mane food 
gatherers.There were various ways of preparing food. 
Aboriginal people ate different food depending on 
where they live in Australia. Some parts of Australia had   
a wide range of plants and animals that the Aboriginals 
could eat. Is the 



Clothes  

Aboriginals use Bird feathers, animal skin and fur from 
all types of animals. Aboriginals also use leaves and 
branches for clothes.A common thing that aboriginals 
wear is snake skin. Something lots of aboriginals would 
use as close is Tiger skin. Aboriginals would use 
paintings as clothes. Aboriginals make their clothes out 
of bark, leaves and grass. In the northern part of 
Australia the Aboriginal people rarely wore clothes and 
usually covered their bodies in paintings. In the cooler 
parts of Australia The Aboriginal people would wear 
possum cloaks. Most of their clothing costed of animal 
skins.The skins were usually rubbed with fat and this 
provided extra warmth during the colder nights. The 
Aboriginal people would often use bark , grass and 
leaves  to cover their   bodies.The men would wear a riji 
and this was an item of clothing that went around the 
waist. 



 

Music 

Aboriginals played Tapping sticks  and the didgeridoo. 
Aboriginals also can play lots of other instruments. 
Aboriginals use their body parts to make music like 
clapping. Also some aboriginals play the guitar. 
Aboriginals can use their voice. Aboriginal kids love to 
dance . Aboriginals use music for special celebrations . 
Aboriginals use something called a eucalyptus.Music is 
used throughout an Aboriginals life to teach what must 
be known about their culture, about their place in it and 
about the world of nature.Children are encouraged to 
dance and sing about everyday tasks. 

Transport  
Aboriginals use rope do you swing from trees to other 
trees. Aboriginals also swim in Lakes and ponds. 
Aboriginals also can run and walk. Aboriginals ride 
animals like horses. Aboriginals also ride wolves. 
Aboriginals can make kayaks or canoes with sticks and 



branches. Aboriginals also walk. The main 
form to transport amongst traditional 
Indigenous people was walking. The 
indigenous lifestyle was nomadic people had 
to do a lot of walking. 

Shelter 
Aboriginals sleep under the stars but some aboriginals 
use sticks, leaves and branches. Aboriginals would 
build little houses called huts.Some Aboriginals use 
flowers to decorate their huts.Aborigines have rock 
caves. Aboriginal housing mostly consisted of simple 
shelters branches and then covered with leaves and 
sheets of bark. Aboriginals were dependant on the 
Materials for you get from the land. Aborigines would 
use paperbark and leafs to make their beds.
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